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“Eyes are Opened”
Genesis 2:15-17; 3:1-7 •  Romans 5:12-19  •   Matthew 4:1-11

We are the open eyes, in the garden narrative. Adam and Eve are old friends.

There is the serpent, the tempter, expulsion man and woman. “The Devil made me do it”

How did they and how do we listen? In the garden, eat all the fruits except knowledge, good and evil.
In the garden we hear the call to human vocation. At first glance, prohibit, be responsible, then
restore. Imagine the ghosts of Adam and Eve telling the story. “I told you so!” God said we could eat.
But not that tree. Why not? Because.

The tree appears, beside broken command and trust. There is alienation and distance then and now.
You may eat, echoes the haunting words from the French Revolution of 1789, “Let them eat cake”
spoken to the hungry people of France. Dark words that are haunted and condemned.

And yet we receive the free gift. Power, magnitude, Christ grace, nature, deep and wide hope.
Love beyond the veil. Jesus was led, into the wilderness, the point, the mission, tempt and propose.
We meet in the same wilderness the voice of mother earth calling us to courage.

Jesus fasted forty days and nights.

We hear the 40 then and now. A sacred time of completion. The holy journey of longing to be and
discover a corner of ourselves again.

Have the God grace, the hinge moment, the bridge over troubled waters.

We are the open eyes, in the garden, you may eat, receive the free gift, Jesus was led, live by the
God word.

One body, in the garden, the hook to find. “Eyes are opened”. The nature of our first ancestor. To see
again as if for the first time.

God took them in the garden. Thank God for hard feelings. Worship the Lord right now! In the iris of
life.

We are the open eyes, in the garden, you may eat, receive the free gift, Jesus was led, live by the
God word, beyond evolution.

We are the open eyes- in the garden We are the open eyes- time to eat
We are the open eyes- of the gift We are the open eyes- to be led



We are the open eyes- to the God words. In the Garden, beyond entrenchment.
Eyes are opened, in the garden.
Thank you God, for hard feelings.

Song by Secret Garden
I'm powered by nature Weak, but strong I stand Before the force of elements Of this wild and
wondrous land I'm powered by nature And the mystery it hides The rain and sun encircles A synthesis
of light I'm powered by the miracle Of the newborn budding rose To see that spring of bloom And
everything that grows I'm powered by the forest Walking in the green Where I can smell the earth And
drink the water clean I'm powered by rivers Running wild, running free From the highest mountain
Down to the deep-blue sea I'm powered by the oceans That calls my yearning heart To reach for the
horizon Far beyond afar I'm powered by snow That covers all in white And lets summer sleep And
slumber through the night I'm powered by darkness In the long winter night When I see a glimpse Of
the faring northern lights I'm powered by stars On the endless sky Lightyears from the earth Much
closer when I fly But even if I soar In poems and songs I must always return To where my heart
belongs I'm powered by moonlight Eternal ebb and flow The rhythm of the nature Running through
my blood I'm powered by the seasons Winter, spring, summer, and fall The ever-changing colours
And the beauty of them all I'm powered by sun Shining down on me  And I am like a flower Absorbing
energy I'm powered by wind Blowing through my hair I'm breathing life Breathing clean, fresh air I'm
powered by mountains They make me feel so small So I can seize the wonder And the greatness of it
all I know I'm not alone Here on planet Earth I know I'm a part  Of God's great universe I know I'm a
part  Of God's great universe!


